
Product Name: Jaws Raw 
 
Product One-Liner: Pure Spin in its Rawest Form  
  
Product Intro:  
Jaws Raw brings raw scoring performance to your wedge game. Legendary club designer Roger 
Cleveland has created a wedge line that combines artistry and craftsmanship with cutting edge 
innovation.   
  
Jaws Raw features the most aggressive grooves in golf, now with a raw face that promotes 
maximum spin. For the first time ever, Callaway is bringing tungsten technology to a wedge for 
a weight balanced club that offers both feel and control.   
  
The family now includes a new C grind developed for skilled & precise players who 
manufacture multiple shots around the greens. As well, the X grind now extends to 56° and 54°, 
and the Z grind goes up to 62°.  
  
 
Features and Benefits  
 
Total Spin Machine 
We're taking spin and control to new levels by leveraging: 

• Razor sharp grooves, with a 37° wall angle to elevate the groove-edge sharpness. 
From 80 yards and in, these grooves promote a controlled "one hop and stop" 
trajectory.  

• Raw face. We’ve removed the plating on the face which allows for rusting over time 
in the scoring zone, while maintaining the premium look throughout the rest of the 
clubhead. Removing the plating enables a more direct connection between the ball 
and the face at impact. 

• Offset Groove-in-Groove Technology, which positions the milled micro-grooves at 
a 20° angle to promote added spin on chips, pitches, and lob shots.  

• A muted toe pad on the face reduces glare at address.  
 
New Weight Balanced Design for Enhanced Feel and Improved Scoring Performance  
The Pitch, Gap, Sand, and Lob Wedges have been meticulously crafted to enhance their specific 
performance benefits. Tungsten is in a Callaway wedge for the first time ever, on the sand and 
lob wedges, to center the CG position for control and feel. Variable length hosels are engineered 
to control trajectory while enhancing forgiveness.  
 
Versatility and Shot Making with 28 Loft / Bounce Options Per Finish  
With 6 grind options across two shapes, lofts spanning 48° to 62°, and two premium finishes, 
Jaws Raw delivers a full and complete wedge lineup.  
 



Along with the all-new Z grind, the comprehensive Jaws Raw lineup includes a new C grind 
crescent shape sole, our standard S, wide sole W, and high bounce X grind, providing 28 loft and 
bounce combinations per finish and shape.  
 
Legendary wedge maker Roger Cleveland has created a classic design, with a straighter leading 
edge and a smooth hosel connection that removes any notch near the heel. This is feedback 
straight from our Staff, so golfers everywhere can enjoy Tour-level wedge performance.  
 
Premium Components and Finishes 
Available in Raw Face Chrome and an un-plated Raw Black Plasma. Stock shaft options include 
True Temper Dynamic Gold Spinner 115g (steel) and Project X Catalyst 80g (graphite), paired 
with the stock Lamkin UTX Charcoal Grip. 
 
*Women’s stock shaft option is available in UST Recoil (graphite) with Lamkin Women’s 
Comfort grip.   
 
Callaway Customs Options 
Jaws Raw features expanded Callaway Customs options with several color zones, and up to 13 
color options to choose from. Medallions, emojis and a variety of stamping options are available 
to create your own personalized wedge.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


